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Straightforward and easy to understand, The Science of Getting Rich asserts that all of us -- no

matter what our circumstances -- have the ability to obtain enough wealth to live as we desire and to

fulfill our purpose in life.   Written nearly a century ago and recently rediscovered by Rhonda Byrne,

creator of The Secret, The Science of Getting Rich offers clear insight on creating prosperity and the

happiness that ensues.   There exists a science of getting rich -- and it is an exact science, like

algebra or arithmetic. There are also certain laws that govern the process of acquiring means, and

once these laws are learned and followed, a person will prosper with mathematical certainty. This

book carefully provides the explanation of this science and how these laws function.   Each one of

us naturally wants to achieve his or her full potential -- this desire to realize our innate talents is

inherent in human nature. There is nothing wrong in wanting to become wealthy; in fact, the longing

for riches is really the desire for a fuller and more abundant life. The Science of Getting Rich can set

you on your way toward reaching this goal.
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"Wattles offers techniques for getting in tune with one's deeper self and thus creating a channel of

communication between oneself and universal energy. His is a gentle philosophy that excludes

competition, cheating, and lording it over one's fellows when one has made it, and encourages

cooperation."--"Publisher's Weekly""If you watched "The Secret" and wondered what the little book

was that changed author Rhonda Byrne's life, this is it. Originally published in 1910, its time has

come."--Rahasya Poe, "Lotus Guide "magazine, Sep/Oct 2007"Perhaps the most important thing



that separates Wattles' success strategy from many other systems is his emphasis on spiritual

philosophy rather than self interest."--Anna Jedrziewski, "New Age Retailer", March 2009." . .

Wattles identified financial success as the critical element, and first priority, in creating an

environment in which one could grow in wealth, wisdom, and happiness. . . . the foundation of

today's widespread success and prosperity movements."--"Joint Forces Journal, "July 2009 --This

text refers to the Audio CD edition.

BUSINESS / SELF-HELP " Wattles offers techniques for getting in tune with one' s deeper self and

thus creating a channel of communication between oneself and universal energy. His is a gentle

philosophy that excludes competition, cheating, and lording it over one' s fellows when one has

made it, and encourages cooperation." --Publisher' s Weekly In his bestselling book, Wallace D.

Wattles explains that " universal mind" underlies and permeates all creation. Through the process of

visualization, we can engage the law of attraction--impressing our thoughts upon " formless

substance" and bringing the desired object or circumstances into material form. The author

emphasizes the critical importance of attitude: only by aligning ourselves with the positive forces of

natural law can we gain unlimited access to the creative mind and its abundant rewards.The

Science of Getting Rich holds the secret to how economic and emotional security can be achieved

in a practical, imaginative, and noncompetitive way, while maintaining a loving and harmonious

relationship with all of life. By living in accordance with the positive principles outlined in this book,

we can find our rightful place in the cosmic scheme and create for ourselves an environment in

which to grow in wealth, wisdom, and happiness.WALLACE DELOIS WATTLES (1860-1911) was

the author of numerous books, the best known of which is The Science of Getting Rich. He

experienced failure after failure in his early life until after many years of study and experimentation

he formulated a set of principles that, with scientific precision, create financial and spiritual wealth.

He died a prosperousman in 1911.

Great information!!! Thank you

Right on! I actually understood what it is about.

Buy it, apply it, and enjoy.

I have read countless books on the Law of Attraction both rooted in spirituality and science. While



the principles and writing is sound, the reader on this audio book has a monotone voice that will

make you lose interest on a fascinating topic. Get the book or the Kindle edition!

I love this concise book. It's message about focusing on the positive is excellent and I can benefit

from hearing that message repeatedly. But holy smokes, don't make it so painful for me to listen.

Ouch! The narration is monotone and has a scolding tone. This positive mental attitude book was

delivered as a reprimand by the narrator.

Not my favorite!

The content in and of itself is OK - nothing extraordinarily different from many of the programs of

similar type and approach. The biggest area where the CD rates as 3 stars is in the narration. It is

dull, lifeless and unemotionally interesting. While the content would likely rate 4 stars or more - the

sheer boring listen downgrades the audiobook.

It's great, it has both the 21 edition and the original so people don't complain about "oh they took so

much out of the original copy", so now you can read both.
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